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This is an interesting time to own a shopping centre,
big or small, prime or secondary. It is difficult to
ignore the media reporting poor retail figures with
varying degrees of sensationalism, and the rise of
on-line shopping is here to stay with predictions it
will account for a third of all consumer sales by 2030.
What does remain however is the
basic human need to interact in a
social setting. So whilst there may
be a lack of desire by consumers
to purchase more ‘stuff’, there is
still the requirement for landlords
to provide a retail environment to
satisfy consumer spending based
on “experiences”.
The number of retail failures is on
the up and the continuation of
this trend is concerning with its
impact on footfall, particularly in
secondary malls with boarded up
shops and last chance to buy signs,
which is not restricted to just one
geographical area but has spread
across the country.
At least 20% of retail space will
need to close over the coming years
with business rates, wages and
staff shortages playing a part. The
investment to bring the average
shopping centre up to the level with
the experience led shopping centres
would have the financial director
crying at his desk, but without the
footfall to sustain the investment
radical action needs to be taken to
protect the asset.

CoStar estimates that there are
more than 1,400 shopping centres
across the UK. Only 276 are classed
as prime and even fewer ‘flagship’
shopping centres. These mammoth
centres once focused purely on
shopping, but now the ‘experiences’
attract the customer and hopefully
encourage them to pull out their
wallets and spend. Dubai was a
leader in the field of experiences
with the amazing indoor ski slope
at the Mall of the Emirates; we
all laughed but it bought in the
customers who visited the many
restaurants and shopped.
The key solution to this problem
is in finding alternative non-retail
uses to compliment the core retail
environment. Looking to Japan
for example, they have created
‘retaildential’ spaces, and a few
of these are now meandering
slowly through the UK planning
system. In Japan, Aeon Co the retail
development company and largest
specialist shopping centre group,
have published their management
plan to focus the re-purposing of
some of their malls for the 21st
century. But with an operating profit
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of 8trillion JPY they can afford to
think about large capital investment
in their secondary malls in different
ways. They have divided their
consumers into four sectors, with
new fields of business for every
sector of society. For example, to
cope with the ageing population,
‘senior’ focused malls would hold
senior housing with gyms, doctors,
libraries, restaurants and shops
to cater for this consumer sector.
Other ideas including technology
malls similar to live-work and urban
malls focusing on smaller units for
young professionals.
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To achieve this will undoubtedly
involve working together with
architects and planners and requires
experience of knowing how regional
malls and their tenants operate,
and their place in the heart of
the communities. Lee Baron have
built up a reputation for efficient
management of shopping centres
and enjoy working with their clients
to resolve the myriad of issues
they are facing now and into the
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future. Our shopping centre team
has a unique knowledge of the
difficulties the landlords are facing
from increased regulations through
to innovative solutions to these
complex issues. As Howard Rosen
from the Shopping Centre team
commented “Our aim is to work
with the owners to keep the show
on the road. The rapid change in the
sector demands a radical rethink
and our experience in working with
the residential developers will add
value to any proposals involving
mixed use.”
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A tsunami of issues seems to be hitting the shores of the property industry recently, with
wave upon wave of legislation, changes in consumer spending patterns, staﬀ issues and
increases in business rates all hitting the property sector. Over the following pages we
review a number of these issues and give our own insight into their impact and possible
approach to mitigation.

THE IMPACT OF MEES
Andy Hill, in our Property
Management division, outlines the
issues involved in The Minimum
Energy Efficiency Standards,
commonly known as MEES, and
will be happy to discuss how to
mitigate the risks.
The irony of the deadline of April
Fool’s Day 2018, was not lost here
and the message is clear; no new
leases or even lease renewals can
be granted on buildings with an
EPC energy rating of F or G. To
make matters worse, in five years’
time F or G rated buildings cannot
continue to be let on existing leases.
These standards were introduced
under the Energy Efficiency
Act of 2011 and updated by the
Energy Efficiency (Private Rented
Property) regulations in 2015.
Andy commented “given the high
profile that energy has in the
public eye and media, the penalties

for non-compliance are high and
could be up to £150,000. Noncompliance will also be made
public knowledge and could
be reputationally damaging
to owners not to mention the
potential impact on value.”

Many major organisations have
been implementing Green Leases.
The interest in Green Leases has
risen steadily up the agenda
in boardrooms, ticking the
sustainability and corporate social
responsibility boxes.

The first steps to take are to look
at the current energy ratings for
the building and check that the
Energy Performance Certificate
(EPC) is fit for purpose. Properties
rated back in 2011, when this
act was widely implemented,
may show higher ratings than
assessments carried out in 2018
as standards of assessment have
been raised. This is important
if you are acquiring or selling a
building. The second step is to
read the leases and clearly define
who is responsible for MEES, with
costs passed on through tenant
repair covenant or service charges
where possible.

Green Leases come in different
shades of green depending on
the strength of the clauses to
assist owners with running their
premises more sustainably. They
can range from light green setting
out general obligations, to full on
emerald green, which sets targets
and enforces penalties for noncompliance.

THE RIGHT
TO BE
FORGOTTEN

business, not only for data storage
centres but also for knowledge
which, of course, can lead to power.

Danielle Welton

In May the UK Data Protection Act
will be replaced by the General
Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR). The law has been enacted
because of the vast amount of
Personal Information held about
individuals, often in a haphazard or
unsecured manner. This personal
data, on computers or on paper,
has enormous value. It can be
used legitimately for customer
relationship management to keep in
touch with your clients, customers
and potential customers. However,
criminals are also aware of this
value; quoted figures point to
more than £1 billion that has been
lost from cybercrime. Data is big

It is not all doom and gloom
though, there are finance
schemes available to fund energyefficiency improvements and work
may attract Enhanced Capital
Allowances, providing tax relief.
It should also be remembered

From 25th May companies need
to show that they have active
agreement to store personal
data, for a specific purpose.
It’s no longer a simple tick in a
website box. Companies need to
keep records of how and where
the data is stored, to allow, on
request, individuals to see what
data is stored and if they choose,
withdraw their consent. In effect it
provides a ‘right to be forgotten’.
This has implications for holding
data on tenants, home occupiers
and customers. Everyone in the

that an EPC rating can often
be improved significantly by
implementing relatively easy and
low-cost improvements such as
lighting, movement sensors and
boiler installations.
Andy is in no doubt that the larger
property companies have seen
this coming and are preparing
for much worse in 2023, when
existing leases are swept up into
the legislation. Smaller property
owners may not realise the impact
of the new law which could
involve time and costs. However,
if you are a savvy investor, there
are opportunities to adjust price
or find opportunities to add value.
Every cloud has a silver lining.
Contact Andy Hill,
ahill@leebaron.com
020 7758 5663

company or organisation needs to
have had clear guidance from the
top on regulations and procedures
for managing data.
There are further requirements
such as having an incident recovery
plan and mandatory notification
of ‘data breaches’. Although
this is a European Union law, it
is happening before Brexit and
will stand after Brexit. Breaching
can incur substantial fines so it’s
worth finding out more from the
UK Information Commissioner’s
Office at: https://ico.org.uk and
understanding that personal data
should be kept according to these
eight key principles:

Processed fairly, lawfully and in a transparent manner
Collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes
Adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary for the purposes
Accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date
Kept in a form which permits identification of data subjects for no longer
than is necessary
In accordance with data subjects’ rights
Processed in a way that ensures appropriate security
Not be transferred to a third country or to an international organisation
unless complied with the regulations

Illustrations: Dickens Yard, Ealing. St George.
With kind permission of JTP 2017 Architectural
Practice of the Year.
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FIRST
OCCUPATION

CONSTRUCTION
START

_
Defects management

PLANNING
CONSENT

Contractor performance
management
_
Create all operational and
service strategies
Create IT platforms

_

_

Procurement and tendering
of all service contracts

Initial review of design
drawings, construction
and layout

Review legal structure

Recruit staff

Draft occupational documents,
leases, licences

Review known planning
requirements and any
effect on design

Agree handover and
occupational policies

Create s/c structure

Finalise budget

Create s/c budget

Agree phasing strategy

Prepare outline
management strategy

Review planning consent and
106 agreements

Finalise lease and other
occupational documents

Consider clients’
investment strategy
_

Complete the input into design
and construction drawings

Contractor mobilisation
_

Deliver full FM services
Review maintenance and
handover manuals
Manage phased handovers
and occupations
Continual review of service
strategies, occupational
documents and other
matters
_

Draft operational service
strategies
Prepare outline management
strategy
_
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Tell us about your role at Lee Baron
My role is broadly split between
property management and
developing the firms Asset
Management platform.
In terms of property management,
my team manage the firm’s largest
client. This encompasses over 250
properties located throughout
the UK with an annual rent role in
excess of £45 Million.
I also offer clients an Asset
Management function and I am
currently helping Rowan Asset
Management with a planning
application to build two additional
floors at Aldwych House, in midtown. We have also implemented
a successful rates mitigation
scheme with Principled and rolled
this out to nearly all our property
management clients. M&M Asset
Management alone have saved
over £3 Million since it was first
implemented in 2014.
What do you think are the major
issues facing property in 2018?
I believe the main issues are rising
interest rates, lack of affordable
housing and a rapidly expanding
digital economy. Trouble is brewing
for residential developers operating
in Central London in the prime and
super-prime sub-sectors as well as
those holding secondary / tertiary
shopping centers. The latter have
been severely affected by the
number of retail administrations
which is unprecedented in recent

LEE BARON AT
COMPLETELY
RETAIL
MARKETPLACE
Lee Baron joined property
professionals at the popular
Completely Retail Marketplace
event which was held at Old
Billingsgate Market.

times and unlikely to change
in the short term. Pricing for
prime residential is also under
pressure and values have fallen
by circa 28% since their peak in
2014. This coupled with rising
construction costs is creating
financial difficulties for numerous
developers and I expect to see
more LPA appointments in the
next 12 months.
You have mentioned that you think
there will be further disruption in
the retail sector, how would you
mitigate this?
I don’t think there is a great deal
which can be done other than reduce
the rates burden. Rents have fallen
so this has helped some retailers
but the government should look at
taxing the likes of Amazon and other
on-line operators more aggressively
as it is not a level playing field. This
needs to be done quickly if a sense
of community fostered by traditional
retailing is to survive. Property
owners with vacant assets will need
to look at alternative uses or at the
very least make certain they are
secure and well maintained if they
hope to find a tenant.
What do you do to relax?
I am a very keen tennis player and
still play competitively - I have
also taken up golf and play most
weekends with friends or family. I
am not sure if any of this is relaxing
but I do read a fair amount and
have just finished Jayne Eyre! I did
not read as a child as I was always
playing tennis so I am trying to
make up for it.
What have been your best
moments since joining Lee Baron?
Probably being involved with
Project Moon when everything was
new and exciting and organising
the staff conference at the
This leasing focused event took
place for just one day with the sole
aim of bringing together Retailers,
Landlords and Agents for a day of
‘talking retail’ and the issues which
the sector is facing.
Howard Rosen, who heads our
Lease Advisory team, was very
keen for Lee Baron to have a
presence at this unique event,
“to showcase our involvement
with over 25 shopping centres
across the UK. With our extensive
expertise and in-depth knowledge

Langham Hotel in 2015. Both were
considerable challenges and great
fun to set up. Being invited to join
the Executive Board is also a career
highlight.
In your new role as Director,
how would you like to drive the
Company forward?
I am keen to promote the company
externally – there is still a market
perception about the name and
this is something which needs to
change. We also need to attend
more property functions and be
included in property news items/
features. I also believe we need
to attract more quality clients and
I want to encourage everyone to
play their part in this as it will not
only have a positive impact on the
bottom line but also staff morale.
Everyone likes to be part of a vibrant
growing company and I want Lee
Baron to grow exponentially in the
next three years.
With your property hat on
would you invest in residential,
commercial or industrial, such as
data centres?
I would invest in retail despite
the headwinds, but in good
market towns or highly prominent
locations. If I was brave I would
look at shopping centers but only
from an alternative use basis or
prime residential albeit I suspect
this market has further to fall. I
would also look at agricultural
land near future transport hubs/
motorways inter sections. Property
still looks expensive but shares on
the other hand look great value
particularly Lloyds Bank – might be
worth a punt if we sign up together!

of shopping centres and high
street retail properties, it made
sense for us to attend. This was a
well organised event enabling us
to meet both existing and potential
new clients, as well as having
meetings with a number of retailers.
The Lee Baron team in attendance,
including representatives from
the management and investment
departments were busy all day
long and we now look forward
to following up on all the issues
discussed.”

OUR PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
STATS

CHARITY
MARK FITZGERALD
& TONY IBBOTSON
CYCLE TO MIPIM

£3.5bn

ASSETS MANAGED

£300m+

APPRAISALS
undertaken in a year

8,000+

TENANCIES MANAGED
across the UK

300

LEASE TRANSACTIONS
in a year

65

SPECIALISTS

1,100+

PROPERTIES MANAGED

7m sq ft

LEASE ADVISORY

£170m+

RENT ROLL
for over 200 clients

2,000+

Well, we made it! We arrived in Cannes to
glorious sunshine after a magnificent day riding
over big hills and through stunning scenery. It was
moving to roll into the final stop with all the riders
who have shared the journey and experience, the
atmosphere was incredible.
We all suffered the wet and cold,
sore backsides, backs, shoulders,
hands and legs together. Sat on
the bus, trying to dry stinking kit
and swapped horror stories about
how hard it had been at times. We
have all shared the joy of reaching
the pee stop after hours trying to
cycle cross legged, sharing meals,
completing stages and, well, just
the camaraderie that develops
through shared experiences.
We both cycled over 1000km in
total, spending more than 47 hours
on our bikes and burning over
20,000 calories!
MIPIM itself saw 24,000 property
professionals descend on Cannes

to attend the real estate exhibition,
conference and networking event.
The main point that we took
from the event this year was that
London and the UK is open for
business. Despite Brexit, the UK
offers a safe and stable place
attracting many international
investments.
Many thanks to all our sponsors
who gave generously to the
selected charities and to the jersey
sponsors whose names were
well displayed on our shirts. Over
£725,000 was raised which will
benefit Coram giving vulnerable
children a better life.
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